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 Pursuant to Rules 212 and 713 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s 

(“FERC” or “Commission”) Procedural Rules, 18 C.F.R. §§ 385.212 and 385.713, 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) hereby seeks clarification and rehearing, of the 

Commission’s “Order on Proposed Tariff Revisions,” issued April 22, 2005 in the 

captioned proceedings.1   In support, SPP states as follows: 

I. BACKGROUND 

 On April 22, 2005, the Commission issued an order in this proceeding accepting 

most aspects of SPP’s transmission cost allocation proposal.  In that order, the 

Commission also further addressed SPP’s previously filed Attachment Z, which was 

submitted in an October 29, 2004 filing (“October 29 Filing”) in Docket No. ER05-109-

000.2   Relevant to this request, Attachment Z contained the following language allowing 

transmission owners to elect to not have the customer advance monies for the project:   

                                                 
1  Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 111 FERC ¶ 61,118 (2005) (“April 22 Order”). 
2  See, generally, April 22 Order. 
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Each SPP Transmission Owner shall possess the right of first refusal to 

obtain all rights and responsibilities afforded to customers under this 

Attachment Z by assuming the cost responsibility for any or all of the 

upgrades to their facilities which it constructs to provide transmission 

service pursuant to this Attachment Z.3 

 In the April 22 Order, the Commission directed SPP to remove this language 

which it referred to as a right of first refusal provision , and to amend its Tariff to provide 

for third party ownership once it had established an appropriate compensation method.4  

The Commission specifically stated the following:   

We will direct SPP to remove the right of first refusal provision from    

Attachment Z.  On the issue of transmission expansion and construction, 

the Commission has denied transmission owners the right of first refusal.  

We find that the right of first refusal provision at issue here gives 

decision-making authority to the transmission owners, which is not 

afforded to customers, potentially to the customers’ detriment.  Further, by 

injecting an element of uncertainty into the expansion process, the 

provision does nothing to encourage third parties from proposing 

transmission expansion projects.  Moreover, we find that the provision 

could obstruct third-party ownership and SPP’s ability to resolve concerns 

regarding compensation for customer-owned transmission facilities.  

Accordingly, we direct SPP to delete section VII in Attachment Z and 

                                                 
3  See October 29 Filing at Exhibit I, Original Sheet No. 423. 
4  See id. at P 79. 
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amend its tariff to provide for third party ownership once it has established 

an appropriate compensation method.5 

 As explained below, the Commission misinterpreted the provision in Attachment 

Z and issued an order involving a complex subject which has drawn questions and 

concerns from state regulators within the SPP footprint as well as some of SPP’s 

members.  Given the major steps forward taken in approving the transmission cost 

allocation and the cooperation of the SPP state commissions, stakeholders, and members, 

the Commission should not take steps that could disrupt the construction of transmission 

within the SPP region.  Clearly, the Commission’s action could inject greater uncertainty 

which its order acknowledges will hurt expansion. 

II.  MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION. 

Clarification That Commission Is Not Prejudging Who Constructs 
Transmission Facilities 
 

 SPP seeks clarification that the Commission has not pre-judged the issue of which 

entities may construct necessary transmission upgrades and facilities, and since the 

Commission was not presented with the relevant facts and considerations germane to this 

specific issue, it would be premature to address it.  The language in Attachment Z which 

the April 22 Order modified simply provided that transmission owners would have the 

right of first refusal to assume the cost responsibility for necessary upgrades to their 

facilities or for new facilities.  It did not provide transmission owners with a unilateral 

right of first refusal to construct necessary upgrades or facilities.  SPP therefore believes 

that the Commission misinterpreted its proposal, and would request that the Commission 

                                                 
5  See April 22 Order at P 79. 
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find that it has misunderstood the filed provision, made a determination on an issue that 

was not before it, and withdraw its findings on the right of first refusal issue. 

 The issue of who builds transmission is a complex issue which could require the 

direct involvement of the state commissions within SPP.  Indeed, in response to the April 

22 Order on the right of first refusal issue, some state regulators have raised concerns 

with SPP.  For example, concerns have been raised over entities that are not subject to a 

particular state’s jurisdiction constructing upgrades or facilities that will affect the 

transmission grid in their states.  Concerns also have been raised as to whether this order 

impinges on state jurisdiction over the construction of transmission in that it requires SPP 

to allow third party ownership of transmission without addressing a state’s role.   

Further, SPP believes that, at the end of the day, what is important to SPP, its 

Regional State Committee, and its members is that needed transmission be built.  Under 

SPP’s current structure, SPP would direct a transmission owner to construct or upgrade 

transmission facilities.  Its transmission owners have constructed facilities over the years 

in their respective states and have the experience and knowledge to effectuate the 

construction.  Someone else may not.  In fact, a state commission may have problems 

with another entity, with which it has no past relationship, entering the state to upgrade 

existing facilities or construct new facilities.  Another complicating factor is that much of 

the construction may involve building upgrades on existing facilities.  SPP does not know 

whether it would have the ability to require that a transmission owner allow others to 

build on the transmission owner’s facility and rights of ways.  At a minimum, there 

would be some serious operational and coordination issues (as well as some 

compensation issues) that would be required to be addressed.  While SPP is not saying 
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that in some circumstances, allowing third parties to construct transmission cannot be 

done, SPP is here stating that such a major step within its footprint would require much 

more consideration than that provided in a paragraph in a Commission order, particularly 

when the proposed language in question did not even address the issue of who builds 

facilities.   

Therefore, SPP respectfully requests that the Commission clarify that it has not 

pre-judged the issue of which entities may construct necessary upgrades and facilities and 

that it misinterpreted SPP’s proposal.  By developing, submitting and approving a 

transmission cost allocation proposal, SPP, its Regional State Committee (“RSC”) and 

the Commission have taken major steps to facilitate the construction of facilities.  The 

Commission should not take an action here which would disrupt those major 

accomplishments. 

If the Commission wants SPP to refile a tariff provision which would more 

clearly address that the right of first refusal provision only applies to whether the 

customer will not be required to advance monies or will receive its monies back sooner, 

SPP would file such a provision.  However, SPP strongly believe that it would be 

appropriate for the Commission to clarify that it did not intend to require a specific 

resolution of the issue of right of first refusal as it applies to the right to construct 

transmission facilities and that the Commission would allow SPP, its RSC, and its 

members to determine a solution to this complex issue, rather than mandating a result 

based upon no evidence and little argument. 
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III.  REQUEST FOR REHEARING 

 The Commission erred in ordering the deletion of the language in Attachment Z 

providing for transmission owners to have a right of first refusal as to acceptance of a 

customer’s financial responsibilities with regard to a transmission project and in requiring 

that SPP file a tariff provision providing for third party ownership after compensation 

issues are worked out.  As explained herein, the Commission misinterpreted SPP’s right 

of first refusal proposal, and made a determination on an issue that was not before it.  

SPP’s proposal to provide a right of first refusal to its transmission owners did not 

involve the construction of necessary upgrades or facilities, but merely the cost 

responsibility of their construction as discussed above.   

 The Commission’s action in ordering revisions to a tariff provision which go 

beyond what was proposed suffers from certain legal problems.  First, where the 

Commission seeks to do more than simply act on a proposed tariff provision (and seeks 

affirmative changes that were not proposed), the Commission can only act pursuant to 

Section 206 of the Federal Power Act (“FPA”).6  In order to act pursuant to Section 206, 

the Commission must find supported by substantial evidence that the existing provisions 

or practices are unjust and unreasonable and the provisions that it is ordering also are just 

and reasonable.7  It has failed to do so here.8 

                                                 
6  See N. Natural Gas Co. v. FERC, 827 F.2d 779, 793-96 (D.C. Cir. 1987); 

Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co. v. FERC, 613 F.2d 1120, at 1129-33 (D.C. Cir. 1979), 
cert. denied, 449 U.S. 889 (1980).   

7  See Interstate Natural Gas Ass'n of Am. v. FERC, 285 F.3d 18, at 37 (D.C. Cir. 
2002).  Although this case concerned Section 5 of the Natural Gas Act, Section 
206 of the FPA is substantially similar, and is to be interpreted in a similar 
fashion.  See Ark. La. Gas Co. v. Hall, 453 U.S. 571, 578, n.8 (1981). 
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 The order contains little discussion other than a requirement to do what the 

Commission states should be done.  There is no explanation as to why these changes are 

necessary for the SPP region or any discussion of any of the issues relating to such 

changes.  The Commission refers to no evidence whatsoever, much less evidence 

sufficient to show that the existing SPP structure (which contemplates that the 

transmission owners in the first instance will construct transmission)9 is unjust and 

unreasonable.  The Commission has not found that allowing transmission owners to 

construct transmission facilities within SPP has presented any problems.  It also has not 

found, supported by any evidence, that third party construction of transmission is needed 

within the SPP region or that it can even be accomplished.  The Commission has not 

addressed whether state law would allow third party construction, whether a third party 

would have any eminent domain rights to allow construction, or how a third party could 

construct and maintain new transmission that uses other parties’ facilities.  The 

Commission also has not addressed any of the operational, maintenance or liability issues 

or even recognized that bringing a third party in raises these issues.  Finally, the 

Commission has not addressed potential reliability issues that could arise from third party 

ownership where the third parties may not be committed to SPP, may have limited 

experience and financial resources, may not be familiar with the operations of the 

transmission system in that area, as well as other reliability factors.  SPP depends upon its 

transmission owners to carry out its directives and to take actions to ensure reliable 

operations.  Allowing third parties to construct involves serious issues that go far beyond 

                                                                                                                                                 
8  Whether part of a proposal or not, the Commission still must support its decisions 

by substantial evidence and as noted above, and it has failed to do so here. 
9  See SPP Membership Agreement at 3.3(a). 
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the only issue noted in the order, allowing the third party appropriate compensation.  

Thus, the Commission has failed to address very important issues relating to its 

determination, which makes its order not the product of reasoned decisionmaking.10 

 Second, there is a basic due process or notice issue.  SPP did not propose tariff 

language giving transmission owners a right of first refusal regarding transmission 

construction.  Thus, the issue was not before the Commission.  As a result, neither SPP 

nor its state commissions or transmission owners directly addressed this issue previously 

in this proceeding in any detail.11  As SPP did not propose a tariff change to provide for 

such a right of first refusal, SPP and presumably others did not realize that a Commission 

order requiring third party participation was a possible outcome of the filing of 

Attachment Z. 

Third, as just noted, it is not Attachment Z which addresses the question of who 

constructs transmission, but the SPP Membership Agreement.  The SPP Membership 

Agreement provides for transmission owners to perform construction in their service 

areas.12    Thus, this is the wrong proceeding in which to require third party ownership.  

                                                 
10  The Commission’s determinations must be the result of reasoned decisionmaking.  

See BP W. Coast Prods., LLC v. FERC, 374 F.3d 1263, 1285-93 (D.C. Cir. 2004) 
(Determining income tax allowance to be erroneous because Commission 
provided no rational basis for the allowance, and thus failed to show it was the 
product of reasoned decisionmaking); Pub. Serv. Comm. v. FERC, 813 F.2d 448, 
465 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (D. C. Circuit citing its obligation to remand when the 
Commission's conclusions are not the product of reasoned decisionmaking). 

11  See PSC of Ky. v. FERC, 397 F.3d 1004, 1012-13 (D.C. Cir. 2005) 
(Commission’s inclusion of incentive adder violated Due Process Clause and 
Administrative Procedure Act where there was no notice it was being considered 
and rehearing was insufficient to cure the notice problem).  Furthermore, the 
Commission must provide notice and a 60-day period, as well as a hearing, prior 
to taking action pursuant to Section 206 of the FPA.  See 16 U.S.C. § 824e(a), (b). 

12  See supra note 9. 
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As the Commission previously found the Membership Agreement to be just and 

reasonable (just a few months ago as part of the regional transmission organization 

filing), it would now need to show that circumstances have changed such that it is unjust 

and unreasonable under FPA Section 206.  That clearly has not been done here. 

Moreover, by misinterpreting SPP’s proposal, the Commission failed to properly 

consider the benefits of SPP’s proposal.  The language in Attachment Z was adopted by 

SPP for the benefit of its transmission customers, as it allows a transmission owner to 

assume the cost responsibility and allows the customer to avoid the advance or to receive 

its money back more quickly.  That is clearly a result which is just and reasonable.  In 

fact, elsewhere, the Commission has allowed transmission owners to elect to pay back 

customer advances more quickly than is provided in the tariff.13  The Attachment Z 

provision, thus, is no different in substance than what the Commission has approved 

before.14 

                                                 
13  See Standardization of Generator Interconnection Agreements and Procedures, 

Order No. 2003-A, III FERC Stats. & Regs, Regs. Preambles ¶ 31,160, at 31,055, 
order on reh’g, Order No. 2003-B, III FERC Stats. & Regs., Regs. Preambles 
¶ 31,171 (2004) (permitting payment of a lump-sum reimbursement). 

14  The Commission has not explained this inconsistency with its prior precedent.  
See Hatch v. FERC, 654 F.2d 825, 834-35 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (Commission is 
required to justify departures from its precedent). 
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IV. CONCLUSION. 

 WHEREFORE, SPP respectfully requests that the Commission grant clarification 

and rehearing of the April 22 Order. 

 

     
 Respectfully submitted, 

 
      Matthew K. Segers   
      Michael E. Small 
      Matthew K. Segers 
      Wright & Talisman, P.C. 
      1200 G Street, N.W. 
      Suite 600 
      Washington, D.C.  20005 
      (202) 393-1200 
 

Attorneys for Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

 

Dated: May 23, 2005 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon each 

person designated on the official service list complied by the Secretary in this proceeding. 

 Dated at Washington, D.C., this 23rd day of May, 2005. 

 

      Matthew K. Segers   
      Matthew K. Segers 
      Wright & Talisman, P.C. 
      1200 G Street, N.W. 
      Suite 600 
      Washington, D.C.  20005 
      (202) 393-1200 
 
        

Attorney for Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

 


